fellow Americans who live on Indian Reservations, they want to help.
That’s why it’s so important for you to use the “Forgotten Minority” stickers on
letters and packages you send to relatives, friends and business associates.
All bv myself I can’t make much of a dent in the massive problems facing
Native Americans.
And you, alone, probably can’t either.
But together, you and I and thousands...or even millions...of Americans using
these stamps can make a difference. A huge, difference.
By your personal use of these stamps, you’ll be showing that you are one of those
Americans who are committed to remembering the Forgotten Minority.
But this campaign won’t succeed without major support from many, many of the
most loyal supporters of a fair shake for Native Americans.
Can you help me with a contribution to help me distribute these “Forgotten Minor
ity” stamps?
I firmly believe most Americans are fair, caring people. Once they know about the
Forgotten Minority, I think we’ll start seeing conditions improve.
Your personal check for $24 would be just one dollar for each of the stamps I’ve
enclosed for you.
Now, I’m not asking you to “pay” for the stamps — because I want you to use them
even if you can’t contribute right now. That’s critical.
But if you could send $24 — or even just $12 — I feel much more confident we can
accomplish our goal of reminding America about its Forgotten Minority.
But no matter how much or how little you can give — please begin using the
enclosed stamps immediately. The Forgotten Minority needs your support.
Sincerely,

Brian J. Brown
President

P.S.

Please start using the stamps I’ve enclosed for you today, as the visible symbol and
badge of your support for the Forgotten Minority. Put them on letters and packages
you send to your friends and family. And please send $24, $12, or whatever you can
afford to support this nationwide campaign. The Forgotten Minority needs you.

